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Starting with build 5387, which seems to have been about a month after the previous build, the Vista build numbers
would actually have a few more numbers, so they wouldn’t become what is in the next section. It looks like Microsoft
decided that the previous pattern of five numbers was not working, and they changed this. However, this doesn’t explain
why build 5377 had three numbers, but not the previous builds; their next numbers would become the next build number
itself, i.e. 5379, rather than 5378. Instead, the explanation is that I am just a complete N00b. In any event, this is the first
image that I made since the next major change. But since it’s so soon before the next major change, don’t be afraid, just
smile and try to get over it ;). Starting with build 5373, which seems to have been around a week before the next major
change, the number of Windows Vista build numbers would become one less, such that there would be 5376, 5375, and
5374 before the next build number. Starting with build 5378, which seems to have been around a week after 5374, the
numbers would follow the next major number pattern, starting at 5381 and ending at 5387, with 5382 being a slightly
different one. However, the pattern was broken again starting with build 5389. After this point, the numbers would
actually start at the next major number plus a few thousand, i.e. 5388 is literally 5387 with a few thousand added. In the
past, there would be 5379, 5378, 5377 and 5376 before the major change. Starting with build 5390, which seems to have
been about a month after the previous build, the numbers would be back to being sequential, starting at 5386, and
ending with 5390.
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in addition to being easier to use, the new look of windows vista makes it more friendly to new users. features of the new
user interface include a completely redesigned start menu, new taskbar, new version of windows explorer, and support
for voice input and output. stable build of the usb installer for windows vista, build 5384. this version is identical to the

previous beta, except that it includes the following fixes: fix for an issue where the system restore data would not always
be copied on the first run of the program. fix for an issue where the flash drive would appear as empty after the install

was complete. fix for an issue where the installer would fail to run if a program or file in program files was locked. stable
build of the usb installer for windows vista, build 5383. this version is identical to the previous beta, except that it

includes the following fixes: fix for an issue where the flash drive would appear as empty after the install was complete.
fix for an issue where the installer would fail to run if a program or file in program files was locked. stable build of the usb
installer for windows vista, build 5381. this version is identical to the previous beta, except that it includes the following
fixes: fix for an issue where the installer would fail to run if a program or file in program files was locked. fix for an issue
where the installer would crash if it was run from a device with no removable media. stable build of the usb installer for
windows vista, build 5378. this version is identical to the previous beta, except that it includes the following fixes: fix for
an issue where the installer would crash if it was run from a device with no removable media. fix for an issue where the

installer would not start after being run from a device with no removable media. 5ec8ef588b
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